2013 is *Pride and Prejudice* Year!

Celebrating the 200th anniversary of its publication, *Jane AustenDancing* & *York Regency Society* are bringing you a year full of *Pride and Prejudice* and Regency-themed activities; to wit:

- Jane Austen film festival
- P&P Days – acting out your favourite scenes!
- “A nice game of lottery tickets, with a little bit of hot supper”
- Regency Fashion Day
- Tea with the Collinsses
- P&P Alternate Endings Day
- Public Breakfasts
- Regency Supper Club
- Special workshops to learn the dances from the films
- The Netherfield Ball *(where we will dance them)*

and... A Weekend with Jane Austen,
April 19-21, 2013

www.JaneAustenDancing.ca